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SLS initiates
$5 user fee
for advice
by Robin Stoutamyer
Staff writer
Student Legal Services is now
charging a $5 user fee, previously
charged to students for services beyond
the initial visit.
Students will be charged once and
may return for further help with their
case and not be charged.
"About three weeks ago, the stall
recognized that only one-seventh of
the students using SLS were paying
for their service," Tim Dorr, full-time
SLS paralegal said. Since the user fee
policy has changed. the amount of
cases being charged has risen from
one-seventh to about 45 percent. Dorr
said. And since the beginning of this
semester, the user fee has generated
$90.
Last spring, the student senate
decided that legal services to students
beyond advice and consultiation would
cost the student a minimum of $5. The
SLS Board, comprised entirely of
students not on the SLS staff, decided
to assess students the minimum $5
and all advice and consultation would
be free, DOff said.
Student use of SLS has declined a
little since the user fee has been
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Wednesday's weather might have represented Indian Summer to some, but to these sun worshippers, yesterday was just
plain nice. (Jim Fossett photo)
implemented, DOff said. He believes
some of the decline is due to students
not understanding the fee.
The SLS Board is looking into other
possibilities to raise money including a
graduates fee, charging different
prices for different services and
grants, DOff said.
"The SLS staff's position has been
that students have already paid for
SLS services through the student
activity fee," Dorr said. There should
not be an added fee." About $4.20 is
taken from every student's activity for
finance SLS.
"The whole concept of SLS is that it
was made to be a no-cost service. The
program prides itself on teaching
students how to represent them-
selves," he said. "If the funding is
attacked, there will be less emphasis
to teach students." Students will not
be taught so that they come back and
be charged the fee.
Tim Robbins, a graduate student
senator, was behind the move to
impigment the user fee from the start.
"The idea behind the fee is to shift the
cost of the service to the students who
use them," he said. "There are a
tremendous amount of people who
don't use SLS."
"It's not unreasonable to charge $5.
If a student goes downtown for an
attorney he will pay through the nose,"
Robbins said.
Progress reported in AFUM contract talks
by Kathy McLauglin
Staff writer
Faculty union members and admini-
stration are unsure when the battle
over a contract settlement will be
settled, but some progress has been
made towards narrowing down some
of the issues.
Associate Vice Chancellor for Em-
plyee Relations Sam D'Amico said
informal negotiations are being held
which are "attempting to narrow the
issues down.' These private negotia-
tions include members from both
union and faculty.
Kenneth Hayes, president of the
Assoicated Faculty of the University of
Maine, also indicated progress was
being made. "There were originally
about 53 issues in disagreement," he
said. "and this has been narrowed
down to about 24."
Speaking for the administration,
D'Amico said he had "no idea" when
a settlement would be reached. "It's
impossible to forcast because one
single issue could take a long time to
settle,— he said.
Hayes also did not know when an
agreement would be reached and
blamed the lengthy negotiations on
the administration. —If compensation
was negotiated fairly there would be a
quick agreement." he said. "All of the
minor issues would automatically
resolve.'•
Hayes said the "minor" issues
involoved were non-financial, and
cited two "non-salary issues of
significance," as the questions over
the academic year and "agency
shop."
Hayes said AFUM is protesting the
administration's power to determine
when the academic year falls for each
faculty member and supports the
current September to May year.
In defense. D'Amico said the
administration's reasons for having a
flexible academic year was "to allow a
faculty member to teach during the
summer months under contract."
Another non-financial issue involves
the "agency shop" which would
require all faculty members to join the
Cabinet debates con
by Dale McGarrigle
Staff writer
The student government cabinet
debated the question of conflict of
interest Wednesday, voting to have its
members appear before the student
senate to explain the duties and
responsibilities of their offices.
Off Campus Board President Molly
Campbell said that cabinet members
should point out their affiliations to
other campus organizations. "We owe
it to student senators to point out
conflicts of interests," she said.
Steve Bard, student government
vice-president of financial affairs,
disagreed, saying "I feel this is a
professional duty, and you have to be
objective."
Student Government Vice President
Donnie Oakes called the idea "expos
ure for the sake of exposure," adding,
union.
AFUM supports this idea, said
Hayes. "AFUM's postion is to seek to
have all faculty members become
membersof the union," he said.
The administration disagrees with
this, said D'Amico. "The union should
not be condition of employment," he
said, adding the faculty should have
the option of not joining the union.
lict of interest
"Everyone on the cabinet is paid to
represent their boards, not individual
special interests."
Scott Balentine, fraternity board
president, pointed out another aspect,
saying. "I don't want to see another
group I'm involved with get penalized
because of my vote on one issue as a
cabinet member. Some people would
use this for revenge."
Campbell's motion to have cabinet
members and members of the Execu-
tive Budgetary Committee appear
before the senate to explain their
group affiliations was defeated nine
to one, with one abstention.
A countermotion by Donna
Gregoire, Panhellenic Council
president, to have cabinet members
appear and explain their duties and
responsibilities was accepted seven
votes for to three votes against, with
one abstention. The resolution now
goes before the senate.
The cabinet also discussed its
resolution to send the EBC as a
constitutional amendement to a stu-
dent referendum, which will be
debated at next Tuesday's cabinet
meeting.
Campbell presented a letter by
Kristin Doe, a former off-campus
senator. In her letter, Doe complained
of the procedure the cabinet used in
handling the question of EEC's
constuitutionality, saying Governmen-
tal Procedures Committee should have
looked into the matter first, then later
the cabinet.
Oakes explained that the GPC had
not yet been formed, and said the GPC
would not have been able to prepare a
report by Oct. 27, the deadline the
senate had set. This put the
responsibility on the cabinet, which
see Cabinet page 2
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Will Mitchell (left) and John Fassak (right) of Proctor and Gamble accepted a
plaque from 1.'MO Society of Women Engineers members Karen Tai, Marilyn
Brawn and Cars Hirnak for that company 's generosity to the society .
* Police blotter *
by Kathy McLaughlin
Staff Writer
A female student reported a
male entered a woman's locker
room twice in the Memorial Gym
while she was changing on Oct. 8.
She said the male told her he
thought he was in the men's
locker room and then left. After
a half hour, she saw him again
and yelled at him to get out oft he
locker room. She said he ran Out
of the room and was not seen
again.
Male student was seen peering
through a window of first-floor
Somerset Friday night. In awrit-
ten statement, the student con-
fessed he tore off a window
screen in order to see into the
room, where a girl was un-
dressing.
A UMO professor reported
missing $600 in cash and travelers
checks. They were last seen in the
lower right hand drawer of his
desk in Boardman Hall on Oct. 5.
Cabinet debates EBC (again)
(continued from page 1)
had created the EBC, he added.
Student Government President
Charlie Mercer said the cabinet had
sent the question to referendum to try
to make EBC constitutional, thus
rendering the constitutionality debate
moot.
The cabinet also discussed efforts
by its various boards to raise funds for
United Way. Mercer said he wanted a
more concerted effort by the cabinet
this year. Current projects underway
include Inter-Dormitory Board's Fast
Day, and University of Maine Frater-
nity Board and Panhell's bottle drive.
The cabinet unanimously approved a
new type of accounting system, the
one-entry bookkeeping system, for
student government. "It gives the
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. - Speech
screening at the Conley Speech
and Hearing Center, North
Stevens (Lower level).
Noon - Sandwich Cinema:
Cosmos in the North Bangor
Lounge of the Memorial Union.
2 p.m. - Thursday Club Har-
vest Welcome Tea at the
President's House.
7:30 p.m. - IDB Movie:
Lawrence of Arabia in 100 Nut-
ting.
8 p.m. - Colloquium on Art:
Asst. Professor Ellen Schiferl
speaks on The Devil in Medieval
Art in 202 Carnegie.
financial control office more control
over where the money's going and
makes us more accountable," Bard
said.
Finally, the cabinet voted unanim-
ously to buy a new AB Dick KIPA3232
photocopier for $5,125 from the
Kinney Duplicator Company of Ban-
gor. "Our old machine was doing
seven times more work than its
capacity. Lately, it's been burning
more paper than making copies,"
Mercer said.
Brewer Cinema Center
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$36,000 goal proposed
for United Way fund
by Kathy McLaughlin
Staff Writer
Faculty, students and administration
have put their differences aside to join
the drive to raise $36,000 for United
Way by Nov .6.
This figure is up from last year's
$28,000 contribution, according to
United Way chairman Alan Lewis,
director of the UMO physical plant.
So far 16 percent of the goal has been
reached.
Lewis hopes the same thing will hap-
pen this year. "The goal is $36,000,"
he said, "but we hope to reach over
$40,000."
The money is pooled from four
sources, Lewis said. They are: faculty,
staff, elderly employees and students.
It is then turned over to the Penobscot
Valley United Way.
A large part of the money will come
from payroll deductions, Lewis said,
where UMO employees may contribute
directly from their paycheck. In this
respect, the campaign is an "employer
campaign",he said, because the
university was allowing the campaign
to be conducted through payroll
deductions.
Lewis said student organizations
contribute a great deal to the cam-
paign. This includes fraternities,
sororities, and dorm boards.
William Lucy, associate dean of
student activities and organizations, is
organizing the students drive.
"Student organizations are expected
to contribute $4,200 to the campaign,"
Lucy said, adding that the goal was set
by the university and United Way.
Lucy said the biggest contribution so
far has been $3,400 from last spring's
Alpha Tau Omega Fight Night. Other
plans are in the making he added,
which included an inter-dorm fast day
at Hancock, and a bottle and can drive
by the Fraternity Board and Pan-
Hellenic Council.
Kenneth Hayes, president of the
Associated Faculty of the University of
Maine, said AFUM has agreed to sup-
port the campaign. He said the United
Way campaign was a "worthwhile
kind of program" and AFUM didn't
want to use it as an issue of
disagreement with the administration.
CAMPUS
CRIER
A $20 reward is being offered
to anyone with information
leading to the recovery of a pair
of custom-made figure skates,
black skating skirt and leather
paimed gloves, taken from the
Alfond Arena Parking lot, Tues-
day afternon, Oct. 13. Anyone
with information, please contact
Peggy Jackson at 581-7782 or
866-2589, NO QUESTIONS
ASKED!!
Students wanted to help test-
market a new and unique
product. Make $25-100 or more.
Call 947-3425 today 4-6 p.m.
Ask for Andy.
V.W. Kharman Ghia, 1964
convertible, 69 engine, needs new
top. $500 or best offer, 945-
6752.
Deli
Boneless Chuck Roast 1.89 11
Roast Beef 3.29 lb.
Lamb Legs 2.29 lb.
Extra Lean Stew Beef 1.89 lb
1 ou %on't find fresher, leaner
hamburg anywhere.
Extra Ground Lean Chuck
not more than 17% fat 1.69 lb.
For your convenience
Murphy's Butchershop sells
soda, beer, wine and gourmet
items.All steaks are cut in our
own butchershop.
MURPHY'S
BUTCHER SHOP
& STEAKHOUSE
Butchershop - open 9:00am-9:00pm
7 days a week
Steakhouse - Serving Dinner: Sun-
Thurs 5PM- lOPM
Fri & Sat til 11 PM
Bar Harbor Rd., Brewer, ME.
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A switcher and two old cameras
Educational television equipment outdated
by Nlary Ellen Matava
Staff Writer
The equipment and studio for Rd 42,
a television production course, is
inadaquate and outdated, said Joanne
Gula, associate professor of broad-
casting. Funds to be used for the pur-
chase of new equipment have been
promised but not yet appropriated.
"We have a room in the basement of
Shibles Hall with an old switcher and
two old cameras. That is our studio
for editing and production," Gula
said. "It is a poor way to teach TV
production."
Concern about the condition of the
broadcasting lab studio comes on the
heels of an announcement by Public
Information and Central Services that
it is now operating a new television
studio which, among other things, is
being used to produce a television
program for a local station.
Many of the students in the class are
unhappy with the situation, ind some
feel the class is a waste of time. "I'm
just as frustrated as they are," Gula
said.
Cheryl Grant, a sophomore jour-
nalism-broadcasting major, said "The
equipment we are using is so antique.
The switcher is so old we can't get parts
for it, the cameras we are using here in
the studio are the kind you would nor-
mally use in the field." Grant said if
she is hired at a station after
graduating, she will have to learn how
to use that station's.equipment.
Kim Lambing, a senior broadcasting.
and advertising major, said whatever
she learns about the equipment won't
be of much help to her because it is so
old. "The cameras in this studio are
like toys," she said.
"These cameras have no audio on
them," Grant said. For studio produc-
tion you need to communicate. The
director has to communicate with the
camera operators and the floor direc-
tor, and that is usually done through
headphones. In this class we give
directions back and forth from behind
Go to sea
and earn credit
this Spring
me (Arita:man dna At.entic on a lot)
'oot schooner as part of Southampton
College s 1982 SEAmester•v program
Study me coastline barrier and
corai reefs plus marine life Visit malty
,eaports and points 0 intere,,.
Accredited Courses in Costal
Ecology Ichthyology. Navigation
and Seamanship Literature of
the'Sea American Maritime /
History. Natural History.
Sailing
'482 it)
'982
.j• more information contac
SEAmester.v
Office of Continuing Education
Southampton Collage or.
Southampton New York 11968
or ca+. 516-283-4000. exi 117
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a chalkboard. When I get to a station
to start a job, I'll probably say, "Hey,
where's the chalkboard?"
Arthur Guesman, chairman of the
journalism-broadcasting department
said, "There have been promises and
promises and promises of support for
a new studio. Nothing except a search
for a new studio location has hap-
pened." Guesman said there is a
possibility of the department obtaining
some equipment from the public
television station WIMER-TV, but
there is a long list of other necessary
parts that would have to be purchased
in order for the class to make use of the
equipment. "I have heard no word as
to the money for the extra equip-
ment," Guesman said.
Guesman said he has written to
various members of the administration
about the promises made concerning
television production equipment, but
he has "no idea when the ad-
ministration will fulfill their
promises."
The administration is aware of this.
problem, and Associate Dean of Arts
and Sciences Michael Lewis said there
is definitely a committment to ob-
taining satisfactory television produc-
tion equipment for the class. "I am
presently spending a lot of time and ef-
fort finding a space for a TV studio for
the production class. I assume I will
find one soon, but space is a major
problem on campus," Lewis said.
"I don't think anyone has decided
this is something we'll forget about for
a while, but there is no way around it
right now," Lewis said.
One might gather from this sign that Carnegie Hall is, in fact, a hazard to this nation's air purity. Not so, though. as
Carnegie is really one of this campus' most beautiful buildings. (Jim Fosse!' photo)
CALL MANE DIXON'S HOROSCOPES-BY-PHONE:
You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the
stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away— 24
hours a day. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll find
out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call
might just make your day.
Aries (March 22-April 20) .
Taurus (April 21-May 21) . .
Gemini (May 22-June 21). .
Cancer Uune 22-July 23) . .
Leo (July 24-Aug. 23) 
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) ..
.. 1-212-976-5050
.. 1-212-976-5151
.. 1-212-976-5252
.. 1-212-976-5353
1-212-976-5454
.. 1-212-976-5656
Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23)  1-212-976-5757
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22)  1-212-976-5858
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)1-212-976-5959
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). . 1-212-976-6060
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)   1-212-976-6161
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 21) .  1-212-976-6262
1st Min. Extra Min.
Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm
Sunday-Friday 5 pm-11 pm
Sunday-Friday 11 pm-8 am
All Day Saturday
Sunday 8 am-5 pm
58c
37c
23C
23e
1!3e
42e
28c
17c
17c
17c
These rates apply on calls you
dial yourself. no operator
involved, from the Orono area.
Tax not included.
.41-% wt. mark 11 -Phone. Inc.
© New England Telephone
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Opinion
Welcome changes
The recent reorganization of the Residential Life
system is probably one of the best things that could
have happened.
One position in the system, assistant director of
residential life, is being completely eliminated while
another position, associate director, is being sim-
plified.
Before the reorganization, the assistant director
was responsible for programming activities in all the
complexes. With the restructuring, complex direc-
tors will be taking over this task. This move makes
much more sense than the way the old system was set
up. No one in the whole Residential Life system is
more aware of the programming needs of each in-
dividual complex than the people who run the com-
plexes.
An additional task of the assistani director was
research. This void will be filled by Residential Life
in conjunction with the UMO College of Education.
Between the personnel of both of these groups, there
should be no problem in getting all needed research
done.
The other position of associate director has been
reworked into the position "assistant to the director"
but has not yet been filled. This assistant will be
responsible for basic coordination of things like
room sign-up procedures, resident assistant (RA)
contracts, drawing up calendars and making sure
administrative deadlines are met.
By reorganizing the structure of the system,
Residential Life will be making things easier for
themselves as well as students. Because of the
elimination of one of the positions, Residential Life
will be saving itself money, which in the long run,
gives them more money to work with. Students will
also have one less person to deal with when they have
complaints or problems with the system. In many
cases, they will be dealing directly with their complex
coordinators, rather than some person who is not
fully aware of everything happening in a particular
complex. People in Residential Life are also hoping
that the streamlining will make the system faster and
easier when it comes to dealing with students.
Everyone in the system will have to work a little
harder due to the changes, but it does not seem to
bother them. "We all welcome the new oppor-
tunities," said Andy Matthews, director of Wells
Complex. Matthews was speaking for all complex
directors when he said this, as well as for almost
everyone else in Residential Life.
P. F.
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Typical
Reagan
silence
Imagine this scene if you can.
Countless lakes as acidic as
vinegar, desolate forests. and
large numbers of people dying
from lung diseases.
This isn't a scenario from an
Issac Asimov book but a possible
setting for Maine in the future if
present trends continue.
Earlier this month Maine's At-
torney General James Tierney
released a study that reported the
impact acid rain is having on
Maine. The environmental study
said the acid rain was causing the
state's lakes to become almost as
acidic as vinegar and threatening
the aquatic creatures. The study
also indicated the acid rain is
slowing tree growth and is a
major cause for serious lung
problems for Maine residents.
The cause of acid rain is well
documented. The industrialized
states in the midwest and Middle
Atlantic states emit large quan-
tities of sulfer-based pollutants
into the air and they are then
carried through the atmosphere
and mix with rain to create the
current problems for Maine.
The environmental crisis is
being met with alarm in some sec-
tors, including the Canadian
government, and with typical
silence from the Reagan ad-
ministration.
Whenever a complex problem
arises the Reagan administra-
tion meets it with ignorance.
issue calls for insight and bold-
ness, both of which Reagan
lacks. The solution is to enforce
clean air laws by standing up to
industry. The industry's prime
motive is for profit-no matter
what the cost is to the environ-
ment.
The acid rain problem is one
example of businesses lack of
concern for the public and having
that neglect aided by gover-
nment. The Love Canal disaster
is another. The only difference is
the magnitude of the acid rain
problem. It stretches from
Florida to New Brunswick, from
Maine to Montana, and still
Reagan and his officials are
taking no action.
American society must revamp
its priorities soon to correct these
problems before they are irrever-
sible. Major industries must be
curbed, even at the cost of a
lowering of the standard of living
for urban America.
The trend of stripping the lan-
dscape and destroying the en-
vironment must be stopped if we
want to give our children and
grandchildren a legacy they can
be proud of.
Stephen Betts is a senior jour-
nalism major from Sioningion,
Maine.
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Response
EQUAL
TIME
The Maine Campus
welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters should be brief and in-
clude a name and telephone
number.
Names will be withheld only
under special circumstances.
"Anonymous" and open let-
ters, although welcome, will
not be published.
The Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit letters for libel,
clarity, taste and to fit available
space.
Cabinet ignores senatorial decision
To the editor:
There seems to be a strong
odor emanating from the
Student Government office
these days. Last Tuesday, the
GSS passed a resolution that
the Governmental Procedures
Committee examine the con-
stitutionality of the Executive
Budgetary Committee and to
report there on to the GSS
within two weeks, and that the
matter should them become an
affair of the student gover-
nment cabinet. The following
day, (10/15/81), 1 see that the
president of the GSS proposed
a resolution that "a referen-
dum be held posing a con-
stitutional amendment to
allow EBC to handle all
money matters of the GSS."
The GSS has stated its wish
as an instruction to the proper
committee (members to be but
not yet appointed by Mr.
Oakes, proposer of the
referendum resolution). This
committee may, according to
the by-laws, function as such
prior to confirmation and by
senate resolution must, as its
first order of business, con-
Graduate senator points out politics of MPAC
To the editor:
The banner article in the
Maine Campus of 10/14 and
10/15/81 regarding the
defeat of a resolution in the
student senate that would have
resulted in the withholding ot
act is it y fee monies from
MPAC %% ere further examples
of the Campu. • et forts to limit
the flow of in con-
cerning MPAC across its
pages. Nowhere in those ar-
ticles was the case for denying
funding in any way explained.
On the floor of the senate I
cited three very specific and
well documented examples of
MPAC's untruthfulnes to the
student senate and the student
body. In the October
—November 1980 issue of
MPAC's newsletter two ar-
ticles appeared in succession
which dealt with the upcoming
presidential election.
Preceeding each article was the
same editorial note which
disclaimed any rejection or
endorsement- of a political
candidate as being MPAC's
group consensus. The reason
for this was clearly stated as
such group activity would be
in violation of student gover-
nment guidelines. yet in the
lust of these two articles the
independent candidacy of
John Anderson was rejected in
a clear reference to a group
decision. In the very next ar-
ticle, a very fawning appraisal
was given of the Barry Com-
moner
—Citizens' Party effort. The
article concluded with a call
for persons to join the
Citizens' Party and names and
phone numbers of MPAC
members were- given for those
interested to contact. This
newsletter was clearly a cam-
paigning ploy despite the
editorial lip service to student
government policies.
The areument has been
made in MPAC's defense that
the newsletter is but a small
part of MPAC's operations.
This may be so but MPAC's
deceptions in print are not
limited to the newsletter. In
their lobbying efforts MPAC
placed in every senator's
mailbox a handout which
Inaccuracies noted
To the editor:
The Ward Bros. ad on
page 3 of the Oct. 8 Campus is
sexist. I find it offensive and
request that you be more
discriminating in the adver-
tising material you allow in
your paper.
In addition, please identify
the subjects of the
photographs on pages 2 and 3
of the same issue.
The West Market Square ad
is attractive and appealing ex-
cept that the plural of lady is
ladies and dining room is not
spelled with a double 'n'.
Mary Hooper
54 Bolling Dr.
among other assertions
claimed that last year the
student senate "unanimously"
rejected the cabinet's advice to
deny MPAC funding. This is
sheer demagoguery. Many
persons from last year's senate
are available to testify that this
is simply not true. As such
this statement is nothing but
an attempt to bully and in-
timidate every student senator
into silence.
MPAC's campaigns of
misinformation ha% e been
adhiirable only in their ability
to beguile enough vulnerable
senators into joining with
MPAC's own dispropor-
tionately large senate represen-
tation to form et fective
majorities in the senate up to
this time. MPAC's activities,
however, continue to build the
foundation of evidence which•
when combined with sufficient
vision and courage in the
student senate will eventually
•
lead to the best interest of the
student body being asserted.
A handout entitled' a
"Rough Draft MPAC
Statement of Purpose, Sep-
tember, 1981" was circulated
as debate continued during the
last sena:e meeting. Unfor-
tunately this document
received little attention in the
senate that evening for in its
text a number of goals of
MPAC are stated. These in-
cluded the need for "oppor-
tunities for action resulting in
measurable achievement" and
linking "our efforts with
national campaigns." One
can clearly understand why.
this a rough draft as all of
MPAC's rhetoric in the senate
debate concerned the
achievements such as Barry
Commoner's drive for five
percent of the vote by linking
with a national campaign as
with the Citizens' Party efforts
last fall.
Environmental group
To the editor:
Maine Energy and En-
vironment Alliance is a
student organization concer-
ned with the protection of
Maine's environment. The
philosophy and activities of
MELA are based on the
ecosystem interrelationships
of all life which depend upon a
healthy earth.
Maine Energy and En-
vironment Alliance welcomes
all those concerned with and
interested in Maine's en-
vironment. MEEA focuses
sider EBC's constitutionality.
I infer from this resolution of
the senate's that they intended
that the cabinet not concern it-
self with the legitimacy and/or
validity of the EBC without
benefit of a report from
Governmental Procedures
Committee. The nature of the
wording of Mr. Oakes'
resolution in cabinet leads me
to believe that he, at least, has
made a similar inference.
Kristin Doe
19 N. Brunswick St.
Old Town
The logic of this argument is
merciless. At no time during
the senate debate did any sup-
porter of MPAC refute the
three examples of MPAC
deceptions I raised on the
senate floor. Nor do I expect
rebuttal to this further
clarification in writing by
MPAC of its overtly partisan
political purposes.
Although no one has or can
suggest that MPAC as a group
or its membership be denied
their Bill of Rights freedoms
attempts to hold MPAC ac-
countable for its history of
violations of student gover-
nment guidelines have been
variously labelled as 'censor-
ship' and 'McCarthyism.' It
remains for the student senate
to act reasonably and properly
regarding MPAC access to
student activity fee monies.
James E. Eldridge
Graduate Student Senator
202 Jenness Hall
wants
on education, research
seminars on a variety of
state's natural resources.
MEEA promotes lectures,
films, panel discussions and
workshops by hosting
programs with resource per-
sons from university, state
government, environmental
groups and the private sector
on topics relevant to the en-
vironment. In addition,
members of MEEA have par-
ticipated in statewide and
regional conferences such as:
Annual and monthly meetings
of Maine Friends of the Earth,
and
OUr
members
the Tr -Campus Environment
Conference, New England
Environment Conference, and
attending Maine Department
of Environmental Protection
programs. The MEEA
resource library is available to
any interested person. Further
information is available at our
office. Weekly meetings are
held from 6-9 p.m. each Wed-
nesday in the union.
Arthur Pritzger
Chairman, MEEA
Memorial Union
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Life isn't just single-sexed 
Co-ed wing generates family atmosphere
by. Wendy Barrett
Staff Writer
A first time visitor to the
south wing of third floor Knox
Hall might stop and read the
names on the doors again.
Nobody made a mistake in
putting them there. This is a
co-ed wing.
On this wing, where II
women and eight men live, it is
not uncommon to see most
everyone crowded into a room
to talk or watch television.
The atmosphere is one of
friendliness and togetherness
created by the students who
live there.
Most students on this wing
have chosen this style of living
rather than living on a single
sex wing. Of the students in-
terviewed, the majority said
that the main reason they.
chose a co-ed wing is because
of the family-type feelings a
co-ed section produces.
Pam Turgeon, a third floor
resident assistant, said she
likes living on a co-ed wing
rather than a single sex wing
because of the family feelings
that are generated.
"Living on a co-ed wing is
more natural," she said.
"Life isn't just single sexed."
Paula Loupin, a junior
natural resources major, said,
"This co-ed wing has more of
a natural family atmosphere,
almost like home. I wouldn't
like living anywhere else."
Many of the males said they.
liked living on a co-ed wing
because they have easy access
to female opinion.
Barry Dombrowski. a
sophomore business
management major, said,
"Living on a co-ed wing gives
me a chance to see a female's
point of view rather than just
male opinions."
Paul Raymond, a
sophomore forestry major,
said "I enjoy female company
and their opinions. It's a lot
more like a family and it's
easier to talk with people in a
co-ed sit Ual1011.—
Dale Johnson, a junior
agricultural resources econ-
omics major who is also
Raymond's roommate, said "I
like the easy access to female
opinions and if worse comes to
worse I can always find a
date."
The presence of males
across the hall or next door
gives female residents a bit of
security. knowing that in-
truders won't cause any
problems.
"Especially as an R.A., I
feel even more secure knowing
that guys are around just in
case someone is giving me a
real hard time," Turgeon said.
Many also like living on a
co-ed wing because they like
having guys just as friends.
Janice Tilton, a sophomore
business management major,
said "I like living here because
I like the idea of guys as frien-
ds without any. hinting of a
physical relationship."
"If you can't open a jar or
need a hammer or screwdriver
for something, all you have to
do is walk down the hall and
find a guy to help," Loupin
said.
Many of the females who
live on 3-South also said they.
liked a co-ed section better
because there isn't that
"clique-sorority '• type at-
mosphere.
"Girls on single sex wings
are back biters," Loupin said.
Another reason a co-ed sec-
tion is preferred over a single
sex wing is simply. because it is
less rowdy.
Joe Shoemaker, a junior
mechanical engineering major,
said "Since it is less rowdy, I
won't have to pay as much
dorm damage. When I lived
on the fourth floor in Knox,
our dorm damage (on an all
male wing) was five or six
dollars for just one semester."
Even though most of the
students have positive
outlooks on co-ed living,
one mentioned some disadv an-
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"One disadvantage of co-ed
living is that you have to watch
your language around the
women," Johnson said.
"Also, you have to walk
around in the hall well-dressed
but, overall, the advantages
out weigh the disadvantages."
A few questions may arise
as to exactly what privacy a
person has living on a co-ed
wing.
On this wing, an open door
usually signals the others to
come in and talk if they. want
while a closed door usually
means please knock first.
Tilton said she thought that
she has more privacy living on
a co-ed section than she did in
a single sex dorm.
Among the 3-South Knox residents arefront row left to right: Paula [Amain, Gail Thorp,
Gagnon, Denise Pervear and Sara Frack. Second row: Pam Turgeon, Mike Bilodeati,
Shumaker, Rick Cyr and Barry Dombroski. (Scott Wallace photo)
"You can have as much
privacy as you want," she
said. "There is a lot more
privacy here than at An-
droscoggin where guys try to
look in your windows with
binoculars or telescopes."
Residents of this co-ed
wing, like all others on cam-
pus, do not share the same
bathroom. There is a men's
(with one shower) and a
female's (with two showers).
This co-ed wing, which is
one of four located in Hilltop
Complex, is comprised of per-
sons with different
backgrounds and majors who
can cooperate and make it
work. The closeness of the
persons who live there is
evident because they do a lot
Ida
it
of things together, such as
juggling, playing frisbee and
playing racquetball. Their en-
tusiasm can also be seen in
their involvement and
togetherness in other ac-
tivities, such as the recent
Bergspiti weekend, when that
wing placed second overall,
just one point out of the top
spot.
Their musical tastes differ
from Kenny Rogers and Neil
Young to disco, and the only
way to describe the uniqueness
of this wing is through a
phrase developed on 3
-South;
"Let's party down and do a
lot of things."
SENIORS WILL BE SHOT ON
SIGHT!
You've finally made it! You've earned
the right to have you're smiling face in
the yearbook. Sign up NOW upstairs in
Lord Hall for your FREE Senior
picture sitting. Your pictures will be
taken on the 3rd floor of the Union.
Sitting dates are Nov.2nd-12th.
Sign up NOW. This will be the last
sitting before Christmas, so hurry
and reserve your time NOW
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Thoreau society
lives at UMO
Henry David Thoreau reaches out
across more than a century to touch the
lives of many who read his essays.
While some know him only as the
author of Walden Pond and Civil
Disob?dience, others know him as a
revolutionary, philosopher, conser-
vationist and current companion. To
this latter group, he writes about our
modern concerns, against materialism
and moosehunts and in favor of living
in harmony with nature.
Among his essays are three about his
excursions in the Maine Woods. In the
third, The Allagash and East Branch.
Thoreau writes about the Penobscot
Indian, Joe Polls, who was his guide
for a journey on Maine's lakes and
rivers.
The house in which Polis lived on
Indian Island still stands and is the
home of Fred Nicola, a UMO classified
employee, said Associate Professor of
English Marie Urbanski.
Urbanski believes the house should
be placed on the National Register of
Historic Places for its association with
Thoreau and Joe Polis.
Urbanski is one of those for whom
Thoreau is a current companion. She
lectured about him and another writer
of his era, Margaret Fuller, during her
1980 sabbatical trip to India and
Japan. She is a member of the
Thoreau Fellowship and has been
editor of the Thoreau Journal Quar-
terly since her arrival at UMO in 1971.
The Journal, which publishers
scholarly research on Thoreau, is par-
tly funded by grants from the univer-
sity.
Urbanski said that the Fellowship
began as a student society and that
students still assist with the Journal
editing chores.
There are about 500 members of the
Fellowship world-wide, and the
honorary president is wildlife
photographer Eliot Porter, who sum-
mers on an island off the coast of
Maine.
On the Journal staff are Julie
Courant, assistant editor; Nancy
MacKnight, Poetry editor; and Geof-
frey Nelson.
In a recent issue, Urbanski announ-
ced that the editorial offices will soon
be transferred to the University f Min-
nesota. While the editorial chores will
be many miles away, Thoreau's voice
will still be heard by those who ap-
preciate his view of the world we
inhabit and the readable way he
presents that view.
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Ramsay's art featured in Carnegie
In Gallery II of Carnegie Hall,
the works of Ted ramsay show
his bias toward x's, grids, stripes
and the shape of the ox-bow.
Ted Ramsay is this month's
featured artist in the upstairs
gallery. His works are called
images in/on Paper. A more ac-
curate cie§cription would be
"Images in/on and of Paper".
Ramsay is a professor of art at
the University of Michigan. He
received BA and MA degrees in
painting and art history from the
University of Iowa. In his early
career, Ramsay worked with
polyester and epoxy resin bas-
relief sculptures. In 1976 he
changed mediums and began
doing bas-relief scuptures in
handmade rag paper
Ramsy's art is a mixture of
production and product. His
works are sculptures made of
homemade paper with
ingredients added for texture. In
some cases he adds vegetable or
fruit rinds for color and texture
in the finished product. The
paper is then folded, rolled and
shaped to produce the work.
Ramsay has established his
own papermill studio in Ann
Arbor, Mich. He lectures, con-
ducts workshops and does
demonstrations of his art
throughout the United States
and has gained an extensive
reputation in Europe.
In some of his works, Ramsay
uses a variety of colors such as
orage, yellow, rose and sky blue,
but in many of his pieces grey,
brown and light blue dominate.
Ramsay uses the ox-bow shape
in several of his exhibits, in-
These exhibits, homemade
paperworks, are at long Ted
Ramsay's impressions featured in
Carnegie. To the right, is Ram-
say's ox-bow relief. Below is the
cover photo of Ramsay's
brochure.
cluding "ox-bow relief" and
"ox-bow Relief II".
In "Toros", the circular
paper structure is basically white
with a varigated pattern of pink
and blue swirls around pink
dots. Another work, titled
"Balance Point", resembles a
balance or teeter-totter, made
out of rolled paper.
by Katrina Morgan
Coming Events
Thursday, Oct.22:
Sandwhich Cinema: Cosmos 12 noon, No. Bangor
Room.
1DB Movie: Lawrence of Arabia, 7:30p.m., 100
Nutting Hall.
Maine Masque: Marat Sade, 8:15p.m. Hauck
Auditorium.
Friday, Oct. 23:
Music: Daniel Rains, violin and Baycka
Voronietysky, piano, 8:15 p.m. Lord Hall.
Maine Masque:Marat Sade, 8:15 p.m. Hauck
Aud. and 2 p.m. matinee.
Saturday, Oct. 24:
SEA Movie: The Sting, 101 E/M, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Maine Masque: Alarm Sade, 8:15, Hauk Aud.
Sunday, Oct 25:
Movie Matinee: TheRevenge of Frankenstein,
101 E/M, 1:30 p.m.
SEA Movie: On the Waterfront, 101 E/M, 7p.m.
Maine Humorists: Marshall Dodge and Tim Sam-
Sample, 8 p.m., Hauck Aud.
Tuesday, Oct. 27:
UMO Orchestra Concert: 8:15 p.m., Hauck Aud.
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Tim Sample and Sandy Ives are Mainer
We've all heard the tales before. The story of the
farmer, the lobsterman, the summer visitor, the
shopkeeper or the woodsman.
The humor is subtle, the story usually goes to great
exaggeration and includes a great deal of color.
We go so far as to label it as our own.
We may call it Maine humor or Down East
folklore or by some other title.
In researching the exact definition of exactly what
Maine humor is all about, two names were at the top
of the experienced list--Tim Sample, a leading Maine
humorist and Edward D. (Sandy) Ives, a professor of
folklore at UMO.
Sample will be performing at UMO Sunday night
%vith Marshall Dodge (of Bert and 1)in Hauck
Auditorium. 1%es can be found most days practicing
his studies at the Anthropology department.
Born in Aroostook County 30 years ago, Water-
ville's Tim Sample refers to himself as a "native
!gainer." He is an artist, singer, writer and
comedian.
Sample has illustrated several books including
How to Talk Yankee and Stories Told in the Kitchen.
He released his first album in 1980, the Tim Sample
'omedv Album.
His latest project is a book tentively titled Germ'
By—which he has written and illustrated - is due to be
released this Christmas.
Sample said he has performed in Maine for the
past fifteen years and has worked with Maine humor
for the last use years.
He began while on a mini-tour with singers Noel
Paul Stookey and David Mallett. He said, "Noel
was the first to encourage me" to perform as a
comedian.
His first exposure to Maine humor came while
working in his stepfather's ship yard in Boothbay
Harbor. He said it was there, as the 7-year-old son of
the boss, the "crony types introduced me to the joys
of cigar smoking. They played jokes on me
physically and verbally."
Sample said he also enjoyed listening to his uncle's
stories about life in Maine. He said, "In my family
there has always been a storyteller."
Sample said the stories and humor of Maine go
beyond other types of comedy. He said it is a "per-
spective, a point of % iew, humor that springs from a
response to adversity. It is very dry, very laconic.
% cry philosophical and very laid-back."
Maine humor is unique by Sample's standards
because, "There's a gentle philosophy-. It's not
cruel. It's a gently prodding. It chides the out
He said the humor or Maine shows a gentleness
and %%isdom of the people. "The end result is not t
,)4R3q
of,
oP
op
put down," he said.
Sample said he likes the unique feeling that comes
from Maine humor. "What I love is being an in-
sider. Not only am I a Mainer, but I'm from
Aroostook County and that's an added gold star by
my name," he said.
Sample said because Maine has succeeded in main-
taining an identity while adapting new views it is a
"survivalist's place" and this is reflected in the
humor.
The comedy of Maine is currently in a transition,
he said. No longer is it restricted to stories about
fishermen and farmers, but such things as Amway
salesmen and trailer living may be topics of the
Maine comic, Sample said.
"I think I've expanded the parameters of Maine
humor by apply lug it to a wider range of topics," he
said.
Current events are his main focus, Sample said,
and he looks at 20th century Maine from 19th cen-
tury perspective.
He said his own act has been influenced by the
work of Woody Allen and Firesign Theater.
Sample said he began working with Marshall
Dodge last summer. They set up a tour of the coast
of Maine after a benefit concert in Portland received
strong support.
Their act combines Maine dialect, stories, and e‘eit
some improvitations with the audience.
Sandy Ives, a professor of folklore, used to visit
friends in Maine as a child. In 1955, he became a
resident of the state when he joined the UMO
faculty.
Ives has studied Maine folklore, and said he
"remains to be shown" that there is a distinct
WHOEVER IT WAS THAT FIRST SAID "MAY TH' ROAD RISE TO
MEET YOU" MUSTA SPENT A SPRING ON THE COAST OF MAINE
cartoon
Tim Sample.
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WE'RE CLOSING OUR
LADIES' DEPARTMENT
Dresses Racks of $3.50-$7.50-$12.50
Pant Coats 70% off Dress Coats 700
 
off
Fashion Rainwear 70% off Skirts up to 75% off
Robes & Sleepers 70 % oft Slacksuits 70% off
Ski wear up to 60 `)/0 off Sweaters 70 % off
Childrens Wear 70 % off All Jerseys 70% off
All Name Brand Items
Save now while selection
is good!
OPEN FRIDAY NITE 'TIL 9
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three miles from cam
pus
category of comedy known as Maine humor.
Ives said there are two types of Maine stories -
Those told by Maine people to each other and stories
told by people as if they were told by Mainers.
He said the stories told in Maine are not greatly
different from those told in Tallahassee, Florida or
Jacksonville, Illinois.
Ives has written a paper on the subject of Maine
folklore. In the paper, he writes that a tradition of
Maine stories was developed in the late 19th century
by out-of-staters.
He writes, "this tradition was in large part inspired
by the outgrowth of the regional writing of that .
period.
"It is a tradition with its own special repertoire
and style, dialect being an important part of that
style."
Ives adds that the Maine of the stories bears little
lesemblance to the Maine we encounter each day, but
functions as a myth giving a sense of identity to
natives and summer people.
by John Toole
—sand% l‘es
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Book Rev ievs 
Thumbs Down for Hitchhiker's Guide
Arthur Dent's house is going to be
destroyed by the town for an inter-
state bypass. A friend of Arthur's,
Ford Prefect, convinces him to head to
the corner pub for three beers. The
Earth is destroyed. Arthur and Ford
battle the odds of surv ival against
space creatures in various parts of the
galaxy. This unfortunately is the
disjointed story line of Douglas
Adams' The Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy.
The back flap of the book boasts
Imo
WMEB TOP TEN
I. Police Ghosts in the
Machine
2. Joan Armatrading Walk
Under Ladders
3. Pretenders Pretenders ii
4. Little Feat Hot Hoy
5. Marianne Faithful 
Dangerous Acquaintances
6. Rolling Stones Tatoo
You
7. John Entwhistle Too
Late the Hero
8. Devo New Traditionalists
9. Garland Jeffreys ....Rock
and Roll Adult
10. Mink Deville Coup the
Grace
••••••••••esa
Answer:
It won't
work if
you crumple
it.
Question:
What????
1„„i=ett,s
Adam's style is much like that of kuit
Vonnegut, (Slaughterhouse Five), and
Tom Robbins (Even Cowgirls Get the
Blues). With the writing talent por-
trayed by Adams in this book, that
comes close to being a libelous
statement.
With his background as a writer for
the English comedy show, Monty
Python, Adams should have done bet-
ter. The humor in the book is not dry.
It is arid. It falls somewhere between
insultingly stupid and obnoxiously
cute. Though written for a college
audience, it would better suit the tastes
of grammar school children - those
who play with Star War dolls and stil
believe in Santa Claus and the Easter
Bunny.
Galaxy had potential. Adams
should have developed the characters
more fully and made a conscious effort
to make the story line flow. Much of
the book involves dialogue between the
characters. There are not enough
descriptive passages for the reader to
develop visual images of the space
creatures and the planets they lived on.
Because the book runs on a science
fiction theme, there are many words
the author invented to make the space
beings and their surroundings more
foreign. It is dangerous to introduce
these words in the dialogue of the
characters as Adams did. It begins to
sound as if the excerpt was taken from
a Dr. Suess book.
"Mmmm," said Zaphod, "ZZ9
Plural Z Alpha." This quote might
have had a purpose in the book, seeing
it was a sector in the galaxy, but it
seems to sound more like a
mathematical equation.. Adams did
this far too often. He opted for the
easy route out, mentioning these
strange words in passing and hoping
the reader would understand. Had he
taken time to describe these words in
more detail, the reader might not only
understand but perhaps even be in-
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MAKE GOOD COMPANY.
terested in the story's outcome.
As presented, it was hard to deter-
mine by the story's end whether it does
have an outcome. Galaxy ends with
Zaphod asking Arthur whether he is
hungry, Arthur responding yes, and
the characters heading off to a
restaurant. Not exactly a surprise en-
ding. Not even a funny ending.
Perhaps Adams let the story end there
because he wishes to write a sequel to
Galaxy. If a petition drive is started
now, perhaps he won't.
It is unfortunate Adams did not
follow the style of those two writers he
insists on being compared to, Von-
negut and Robbins. The closest he
comes to this comparison is
slaughtering the English language, and
giving the reader the blues because of
the time wasted reading it.
by Darcie McCann
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World News
Reagan attends
summit mee
CANCUN, MEXICO (AP)-President
Reagan arrived in Mexico on Wednes-
day for the first summit of 22 nations
rich and poor. saying the road to
prosperity for the hungry and impover
ished nations of the Third World is
lighted by private enterprise, not
major foreign aid.
The formal sessions begin Thurs-
day.
As he left the White House
Wednesday morning. Reagan said he
may have been too harsh last week
when he said he would be entering a
"hostile atmosphere" at Cancun.
We go to Cancun with no illusions,"
Reagan said in a brief departure
statement. "The problems of hunger
NATO endorses
plan to deploy
nuclear missiles
GLENLAGLLS, SCOTLAND (AP)
The Western military alliance Wed-
nesday endorsed plans for deploying
new U.S. nuclear missiles in Europe
despite grossing public opposition in
the five countries where they will be
based.
In return, Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger pledged the Reagan ad-
ministration would consider "trying to
reduce missiles in Europe to the zero
lesel " during forthcoming arms
limitation talks with the Soviet Union.
The endorsement made at a meeting
of 13 NATO defense ministers confir-
med a December 1979 agreement to
deploy 572 cruise and Pershing II
nuclear weapons in West Germany,
Italy, Britain, Belguim and the
Netherlands beginning in 1983.
It was not a final vote on the
deployment, however, and was seen as
a formality on the part of defense
ministers from Belgium and the
Netherlands. In those two countries
coalition governments are divided over
whether to accept the missiles on their
soil.
Judge sets date
for Atlanta trial
A 1 LAN I A (AP) A judge denied a
deterise motion to suppriiss evidence
taken from Wayne B. Williams's home
and car, and ordered him to stand trial
Dec. 28 in the murder of two young
blacks.
Williams, a 23-year-old black free-
lance cameraman, is charged with
murdering Nathaniel Cater, 27, and
Jimmy Ray Payne, 21, two of the 28
young blacks whose deaths arc being
investigated by a special police task
force here.
His attorney, Mary Welcome,
argued at a hearing Tuesday that fibers
and dog hairs taken from William's
home and car during a June 23 search
should be excluded from the trial on
grounds that a affidavit used to secure
the search warrant was faulty.
The fibers and dog hairs are con-
sidered crucial to the prosecution's case
against Williams. In a single order
covering six defense motions, Superior
Court Judge Clarence Cooper agreed
to order prosecutors to notify their
witnesses that they may consent to he
interviewed by defense lawyers.
and poverty are severe and deeply
rooted. They cannot be solved over-
night. Nor can massive transfers of
wealth somehow miraculously produce
new wellbeing.
"Our message in Cancun will be
clear: the road to prosperity and
human fulfillment is lighted by
economic freedom and individual
incentive."
He promised continued U.S. sup-
port to help "free people build free
markets" in the Third World.
The International Meeting on
Cooperation and Development
represents the first conference of the
developed nations of the northern
hemisphere and the less developed
nations south of the equator. The par-
ticipants don't predict breakthroughs
as the many leaders with profoundly
different outlooks tackle the ambitious
project of plotting global economic
progress.
AUGUSTA, (AP)-Three state Sen-
ate leaders attacked the Maine Energy
Commission referendum proposal
Wednesday as "a bad idea with
serious financial implications for the
state," While the governor and his
energy director tossed their own barbs
at it.
Meanwhile, supporters of the pro-
posal followed up the senators'
Statehouse news conference with one
of their own, charging that opponents
were throwing out "every red herring
you can think of" to confuse voters.
Senate President Joseph Sewall,
R-Old Town; Appropriations Commit-
tee Co-Chairman Sen. David Huber,
R-Falmouth; and Senate Minority
Leader Gerard Conley , D-Portland,
held a news conference to urge
Mainers to defeat the proposal Nov. 3.
The referendum proposal has
"some admirable aspects." but they
Energy Commission attacked
are mixed up with "some absolutely
terrifying" financial powers. Huber
contended.
Huber said he thinks the bill
detailing the proposal would allow the
commission, in developing a state
energy plan. to write its own appropri-
ation for it. The plan, along with the
money, could then be approved if only
12 senators failed to vote against it, he
said.
But Kathleen Watson Goodwin. a
Democrat and former co-chairman of
the Appropriations Committee, said
there is nothing in the bill to give the
proposed commission the power to
appropriate money.
"I.. see nothing in this that scares
me," she said.
Assistant Attorney General Step-
hen Diamond is trying to identify
what financial powers the commission
would have, but has not decided
whether to issue an opinion.
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Yes Only four more hours is all that stands between.you and
your most exciting career opportunity That's the amount of km; it
takes to complete the NSA Professional Qualification Test (PQT), an
opportunity that comes along only once a year
But now the time to act.
Because the PQT will he given on campuses throughout the
nation on November 14th.
Successfully competing on this test qualifies you for consider-
ation by the National Security Agency. NSA is currently seeking top
graduating students to meet the challenges of Is important communi-
cations security and foreign intelligence production missions.
If you qualify on the PQT. you will be contacted regarding an
interview with an NSA representative He or she will discuss the specific
role you can play within such fields as data systems, languages,
information science, communications, and management.
So pick up a PQT bulletin at your college placement office Fill
out the registration form and mail it by October 31st, in order to take
the test on November 14th Then is no registration fee.
Graduates with a Bachelors or Masters Degree in Electronic
Engineering, Computer Science or a Slavic, Near Eastern or Far Eastern
language, may sign up for an interview without taking tbe PQT
All NSA career positions require(' S. citizenship, a thorough
background investigation, and a medical examination
Tlw National Security Agency
More than just a career
The NM Professional Qualification kst. Register by October 31st 1981.
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Sports
LaPrise sets record, Maine defeats Plymouth
by Nancy Storey
Staff writer
Goalie Dave LaPrise ensured his
name in the record books Saturday as
he gained his eigth shutout of the
season, setting a new Maine record and
leading the Bears over Plymouth
State. 1-0 in New Hampshire.
LaPrise had 11 saves for Maine,
most of which came in the first half.
the talented senior now holds the
record for the most carer shut-outs by
any goalie at UMO.
Maine, who snapped a three game
losing streak Saturday, has been
having problems with goals being
scored on dead ball situations, such as
corners and direct kicks and Coach
Doug Biggs said the defense handled
these much better Saturday. "Dave
(LaPrise) stopped a hard shot from a
direct kick in the first half that could
have been in." he said, "and he
stopped a couple of hard shots."
Biggs said he was pleased with the
Maine defeated l'imuuth St..1-0.
way his team played against Ply-
mouth, a tough Division III school
which was rated eighth in the New
England Coaches poll last week with a
7-5 record. "The guys did exactly
Come with us to
Foxboro, Mass.
to see the
New England Patriots
take on the
Miami Dolphins
Sunday, Nov. 8, 1981
Time leave: 6:00 a.m. Cost: $12.50 Ticket
Time Return: 10:30 p.m. $15.00 for Bus
transportation
Total Cost: $27.50 per person
For reservations and additional information call
1
 or visit the Student Activities Office, Memorial Union
1 
(581-7598) Sponsored by the Student Activities
Office, Memorial Union division of Student Affairs
==========
Ski Sugarloaf USA
Athletic Business Office 8:30-4:30 daily.
For Less Than Half Price
$157.50 will get you the whole mountain at half
the cost. A price freeze of 1979 rates for college
students enables you to break even after 9 days
of skiing. Sugarloaf USA has expanded its snow
making capacity to ensure great skiing this season
so while the value of a pass is increasing, the
price isn't. Passes must be purchased prior to
Nov. 1.
what they were suppose to do." Biggs
said, "We controlled play in the
second half fairly well."
Maine's lone goal came with only
nine seconds left in the first half on a
shot from Jim O'Connor. The ball was
actually knocked in by a Plymouth
player when it deflected off his foot to
the goalie's weak side. O'Connor was
credited with the goal and Todd Smith
got the assist.
Biggs said the defense played better
than it has been playing in recent
games. "We forced them to play the
ball out further and we didn't give up
as many corners as we have been," he
said.
Biggs said the team has been
playing well lately and was pleased
that they preserved the win. "We
played well last week against Bowdoin
but lost in overtime. The win this
weekend was a tough one, too. It was
Parent's Weekend at Plymouth and
the game was a difficult one to win,"
he said.
Maine, now 6-7 on the season, will
travel to Vermont this weekend for
their last roadtrip of the season. The
Black Bears will face St. Michael's in
Winooski on Friday and the University
of Vermont at Burlington on Saturday.
Biggs said he is looking forward to the
games, but noted that UVM is
currently rated second in New Eng-
land.
Maine is healthy, though, with the
exception of Bob Stolz who is out with
mono, and the games should be tough
ones.
WNIEB FM Radio
and
THE MAINE CAMPUS
present
the
Marauders
Saturday nite October 24 in
the Damn Yankee
The campus media is proud to bring you an
evening of musical entertainment.
Our goals and objectives are to serve you in as
many ways possible. We'll bet you'll enjoy this.
Doors open at 8:30 pm.
Admission is $1.50.
Beer will be served to those 20 yrs. and older.
Stop by and
help us celebrate Rock n Roll
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Black Bears drop tough loss to UMass, 20-7
by Joe McLaughlin
Staff Writer
Despite an offensive attack that
totaled 295 yards, the Maine Black
Bears were defeated by the UMass
Minutemen last Saturday, 20-7 before
7,700 fans at Alumni Stadium in
Amherst.
"It was a very frustrating loss,"
Maine coach Ron Rogerson said.
"The team really played well for the
third week in a row."
UMass gained 220 total yards with
only 20 yards by the pass compared to
105 passing yards by Maine. However,
UMass scored all 20 points in the first
-half, led by tailback Garry Pearson
who rushed for 113 yards. The talented
junior averaged 5.6 yards a carry in-
cluding a 36-yard touchdown run in
the first period.
The UMass defense accounted for
the next two Minutemen scores. Senior
safety Pete Spadafora picked off a
Mike Beauchemin pass in the second
quarter to set up the second
Minuteman score. He returned the ball
to the Maine 32-yard line and after
driving the ball 30 yards, fullback
Thomas Murray scored from two yards
out.
The final UMass score came when
Jack Leone's attempted field goal was
blocked by linebacker Peter DiTom-
Halfhack Lorenzo Bonier,
pulled hamstring.
maso at the 26-yard line. The loose ball
was picked up by cornerback Dwayne
Lopes who sprinted downfield for the
final UMass touchdown.
Maine did not get on the scoreboard
until the fourth quarter when quarter
back Mike Beauchemin capped off a
76-yard scoring drive with an 11-yard
touchdown pass to halfback Pete
Ouellette. The scoring drive was
highlighted by a 22-yard pass to tight
end John Nockett.
The Black Bears ‘sere hurt by the
shown here in the UNH game has been bothered h% a
loss ot freshman quarterback Rich
LaBonte who led Maine to a 26-16 up-
set win over New Hampshire two
weeks ago. LaBonte came out of the
game on just the third offensive play of
the game when he aggravated a back
injury. He had just started moving the
Black Bears with a seven-yard pass and
a seven-yard run.
Rogerson said he will not know until
Saturday if LaBonte will be able to
play in Maine's final home game of the
year against the Unkersity of Connec-
ticut. "He's feeling a lot better than
last night," Rogerson said. "We're let-
ting him work at his own pace."
Another key player for Maine who
saw limited action last Saturday was
All-American running back Lorenzo
Bouier. He injured a hamstring in his
left leg against UNH and was used
sparingly in Saturday's game, rushing
for only 17 yards. Bouier can still not
run at full speed and Rogerson said the
junior halfback has been taking it easy
the past two nights hoping that the sore
hamstring will heal before this week's
game with UConn.
With Saturday's loss, Maine has
been eliminated from Yankee Con-
ference championship contention.
Wiht a victory over UConn Saturday,
the Bears could spoil the Huskies chan-
ce for the YC crown, but Rogerson
said his team will not be playing a
spoiler role. "If we beat UConn,
anyway you look at it, it adds a very
positive flavor to a season that's
already had more than it's share of
frustrations."
Thomas Burrall Bring back the reserve clause
• When Abner Doubleday laid
out sandbags 90 feet apart, he
created the greatest game ever to
be played. He was a genius.
When George Steinbrenner
pulled out his checkbook and
began signing million dollar
checks, he created the most hated
and perhaps the most beloved
team to play the game. He was
an idiot.
Baseball has reached its climax
once again; the World Series.
Many of us will be pulled away
from our texts this coming week
and will be focusing on the tube,
like millions of others around the
globe. With others, the World
Series will be that much more of
an incentive to switch to the
books rather than the nightly
ABC movie.
When the money is there so are
the New York Yankees. The
ability of the Yankees to exist in
this classic year in and year out is
more than amazing, it's
phenomenal. It is so phenomenal
that it is boring. The same over-
paid babies, give or take a few,
get the diamonds and bonus
bucks nearly each year. Excuse
me, the same babies get these
pleasures. Whether a Steinbren-
ner Stingy or not, all of them are
overpaid.
Giving the glory to the same
players loses fanatics interests.
Why not spread the wealth and
joy and give others deserving of
merit, some credit. Sure Los
Angeles has been there many
times before, but LA has class.
Root for the underdogs this year.
Root for the Dodgers! Besides,
LA fans don't attack umpires nor
ignite fireworks.
The fact the Yankees have ear-
ned a berth again makes me all
the more to dislike them. Gran-
ted, success is a superior goal,
one that we all strive fot, but to
Game 2 final:
Yankees 3
Dodgers 0
Commentary
gain success through dollars
seems a tad backdoorish to me.
Don't we most often use talent
to build skills to achieve success?
Pre free-agent days, clubs
developed their players to be
skilled. Note the key words -
develop skills. The Yanks have
only done that to a few. They
have not developed their skills.
They have bought their skills and
put pinstripes on them. I guess
that's legitimate though, these
are the free-agent days.
Reserve clause, what happened
to you? Baseball needs you back.
Phone: 947-8364 or 947-8365
# Raymond's
# Hair Fashion
Unisex
g 504 Ohio St. l 
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MEXICO TO GO!
°mow{ FLAT
Our entire Lunch & Dinner menu is now available for TAKE-OUT
k'e Iwought Ve.ssco in Bangor %ow s cats taAe ife sect,
horn? with you. or risit our spec'  air couditi tttt ed
Dining Rooms The Rest of tlessco is here for sou
loseurne compift mess such as
.51101d. CONARNATION ... 5.65
Chicken taco, Beef tail', Cheese Enchilada,
Guacimole Salad, Rice& Beans.
OVEN QUESADILLA. . $235
A flour tortilla filled with chopped onions, tangy
cheese, and tender beef fried on both sides to
perfection and covered with sauce and melted
cheese.
oat. i4Arry
11 v4- Hour.
DA1.4 4,4
Si 00 MARGARITAS
TORTILLA FLAT
277 STAI1 STRIFf
BANGOR
447 7440
Fidelity Union Life's
Athlete Of The Week
Dave LaPrise has been chosen as
this week's Fidelity Union Life Athlete
of the Week. David L. Theriault,
general agent for the Bangor Office,
has established the weekly award to
recognize outstanding UMO athletes
Senior goalkeeper Dave LaPrise rewrote the University of Maine record books last Saturday as he
registered his eigth shut-out of the season as the Black Bears defeated Plymouth State Saturday, I-0.
LaPrise had II saves in the game and the talented senior now holds the record for most career shut-
mils by any goalie at UMO. LaPrise, a Westfield, Mass, native, has been the most solid performer on
the soccer team this season and has led Maine to some key victories.
Fidelity Union Life
America's Largest Insurer of College Educated
Young Adults
Bangor office 417 Main St. 947-0782
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Ernie Clark Around the rim
Changes to test basketball squad
March 7. 1981 was both a day of
disappointment and a day of optimism
for the University of Maine basketball
program. The Black Bears had just
fallen to a tough Holy Cross club in the
ECAC-North semifinals, but basket-
ball personel and fans alike were
already looking ahead to an exciting
new season in 1981-82.
But so many changes have taken
place since that night in Worcester,
Mass., some changes good and others
seemingly crippling to a program
facing a 1981-82 schedule which
includes the likes of DePaul, Mar-
quette. Notre Dame and Villanova, all
on the road.
One of the changes involves the
addition of a new assistant coach.
Joining head coach Skip Chappelle
and assistant Peter Gavett is 26-year
old Jim Hutnik, who has served as an
assistant at Barandeis and Lafayette.
The addition of Hutnik is expected
to generate "immediate results,"
according to Chappelle. both in
on-court activities and especially in
recruiting. Chappelle said that the
new assistant will help expand
Maine's recruiting efforts into New
York and New Jersey, both traditional
basketball hotbeds.
"He'll be a big help in attracting
players from those areas because he
knows that area well," Chappelle
said.
Some of the other personnel chan-
ges are not so pleasant. The most
obvious change revolves around the
Black Bear backcourt. Back on March
7, the fantasies flowing around this
writer's mind envisioned one of the
best backcourts in the East, with both
Rick Carlisle and Champ Godbolt a
New Assistant coach, Jim Hutnik,
looks over the Black Bear basketball
squad.
year older and a year wiser. But, the
free agency that has taken pro sports
by storm is now invading the college
ranks, and Carlisle and Godbolt have
opted to resume their careers at
Virginia and Holy Cross, respectively.
This turn of events, totally unex-
pected last March, leaves Chappelle
with a dilemma: trying to replace a
backcourt tandem that was destined to
become the backbone of this year's
club.
G\ ALLSTREETS LEAD 6\9
TO
WEST MARKET DOWNUNDER LOUNGE
Happy Hour '2 price drinks
Hot Hor D'oeuvres Monday - Friday
Entertainment: Ron Robert Wed-Fri 4-6 and Wed- Sat 8-12
If you need a place to unwind after a long day, or just
want a night out on the town with
friend. Enjoy the relaxing
atmosphere at the
- West Market Downunder lounge.
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Also
WEST MARKET SQUARE,
Bangor's newest restaurant for
Fine Dining.
r 34 Hammond St.
Downtown Bangor
942-2717
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For Lease
Prime Office Space in Orono
Merchants National Bank has 1800 square feet available
on the second floor of its bank . Building located at 69
Main Street, Orono. For full details contact Mr. Sirois,
Merchants National Bank ONE Merchants Plaza
Bangor , Me. 04401 Tel: 942-4801
"Ball handling is going to be a
problem," Chappelle said Wednes-
day, a week after his club began
official practice sessions. "We've
been spoiled."
As a result, Chapelle expects to see
his charges face constant full-court
defensive pressure this season, and
the talents of returnees Jeff Sturgeon,
Kevin Green and others will be key in
handling the added pressure.
Chappelle also sees another, more
starategic reason for his anticipation
of backcourt pressure.
"We established ourselves as a very
disciplined team last year," he said.
"Now, teams know that if we get a
four of six point lead that we can
become very patient and run some
time off the clock. We are going to be
pressured because of that reputaion."fin
Full scale practices have been
underway since last Thursday, and the
three Maine coaches have been busy
evaluating talent. This week's practice
sessions figure to be more worthwhile,
according to Chappelle, because the
October break created an immediate
three-day layoff.
"Tuesday was really the first
'official-type' practice," he said. Now,
we are trying to analyze just what we
are going to do."
One of the top priorities during
pre-season, according to the 11-year
Black Bear coach, is to instill
confidence into his young squad. With
6'6" center-forward Clay Gunn the
only senior on the 11-man squad,
Chappelle knows the importance of
making the undercalssmen. realize
that they are legitimate Division I
players.
"Confidence building is of major
importance at this stage of the
season," Chappelle said. "I think the
players are mature enough to handle
it." inn
Five new faces dot the Black Bear
roster this season, three recruits and
two walk-ons. Heading the cast of
newcomers is freshman Mark Hedler,
a 6'2" guard. Hedtler is considered a
fine all-around guard, and should
help the Maine program make up for
the losses of Carlisle and Godbolt.
Hedtler earned all-Boston Globe
honors last season in starring for his
Lexington (Mass.) High School club.
Clay Pickering, a 6'5" foward from
Akron, Ohio, joins, the Black Bears
after a year at Florida's Daytona
Beach Junior College. One of the top
ten high school players in his state
during his at Archbishop Hoban High
School in Akron, Pickering has been
"a pleasant surpise" during early
practice sessions, according to Chap-
pelle.
Hometowner Jeff Topliff of Veazie
rounds out the list of recruited
newcomers. Topliff, a four-sport star
at Orono High School, led the Red Riot
to the Class B state championship last
year.
Two other additions to the Black
Bear squad earned their spots on the
roster the hard way, via the walk-on
route. Six-foot-five forward John
Libby from Gorham was a star
performer at Cheverus High Shcool
and is expected to add depth in the
Maine frontcourt, while 6'3" guard
Jeff Wheeler from Enfield. Ct.,
"might be the best shooter on the
team," according to Chappelle.
Plant
Engineering
Positions
Opportunities exist at Massena Operations in
northern New York and nationwide for college
degreed engineers seeking careers in:
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
WILL BE HELD ON
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3rd
To arrange a personal interview, contact
your Placement Office October 26th.
We offer excellent career opportunities along with
competitive salaries and generous benefits Alcoa
is an equal opportunity employer
We can't Walt
for tomorrow! OALCOA
iaraorm7r=acracr=omracr*-mra- m-rs
BUCK A BEER NIGHT
Thursday Night
E Budweiser
" Heineken All for juq S1.00
Michelob
All wines 50 a glass
1 ravemeIt's your night at the BountyHoliay Inn, Main St., Bangor
e;jaz'racV43ra=3MMMra1St4Xt033Ctor=t1aii
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Family 'reunion
raises questions
Nloreen Rabin° Halmo
Going home for semester break can
evoke many different feelings and reac-
tions.
Now that you're back at school, you
might be thinking about your experien-
ce at home. "What was it like to be
home again?" "How did it go?"
It would not be surprising if you
confronted the issue of independence
and freedom while back at home.
Being at the university is, for most
students, the first time they ever live on
their own. It is likely that you have
begun developing your own rules for
conduct, academic and social
schedules, even eating and sleeping
habits. Many of these may reflect the
behaviors and patterns of your family
environment. Others may not. At
school, however, you are learning to
take charge of your own life,
developing independent ways to live.
Going home may illuminate the dif-
ferences between your changing
lifestyle and the expectations of your
family.
What about different roles? At
school, you're a student, a friend, a
dorm resident. At home, you're
someone's son or daughter, sister or
brother. The responsibilities involved
in these roles are different, and may
require a different, often conflicting,
set of behaviors. The important con-
cern here is to understand the varied
roles and expectations that come with
them, and to adjust to each. It's
natural to feel some tension between
the independent person who wants to
be out at dinnertime helping a friend
with a relationship problem, and the
"child" who has to be home eating
dinner.
"Mom, how come my room isn't my
room anymore?" Many of you may
have come home to find that a younger
sister or brother has taken away your
old room, changing the furniture and
hanging their own posters. That could
be an uncomfortably familiar feeling.
What once represented a private and
personal space now belongs to another
person. Not only do you have to
communicate the personal changes
you're going through to family mem-
bers and old friends, but you may also
have to confront the unfamiliar in
what always was a stable and well-
known environment.
And, just as home is beginning to
look like home again, it's time to go
back to school. It's enough to make
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This model, called the "Nlurph, Bookcase." is simple in design. eu
s to con-
struct, and is ers functional. It can he built for around S40.
Room decorating can be a 'lofty' chore
It you are thinking about some way
of making more space in your now
overcrowded room, a loft may make a
lot of sense. But before you go run-
ning off with lots of nails and little
forethought, slow down for a minute
and give it a few minutes of planning.
First off, a few things "Not to Do"
when designing and building your new
loft.
I. Don't nail, glue, staple, or in any
way attach any part of your new loft to
any part of the door, desk, chair, or
any part of the floor or ceiling in your
room. To put it simply, the loft must
be "freestanding."
2. Don't block any door or win-
dow with any part of your loft. Doors
and windows are there for your exit,
entrance, and or viewing and fresh air.
In an emergency you might just need
either or both of them. Blocking them
could limit your future at UMO--
permanently!!!
A 
3. Don't limit yourself by building
your loft too high. No part of your
loft may touch the ceiling.
4. Don't build lofts using the fur-
niture in your room. Two bureaus
with a box spring across them may
look and work just like a loft to you,
but in the spring you will be amazed
how much damage the springs have
done to the bureaus, and how expen-
sive it is going to be for you when you
have to pay to have them refurnished.
Well, now that we have the "don'ts"
out of the way, how about what you
should remember to "do" when
designing and constructing a loft.
I. Make sure you submit a detailed
sketch or drawing of your proposed
loft to your Complex Director before
you start construction. It is mandatory
that you have his or her approval first.
2. Make sure you brace your loft
properly. The "X" type bracing on
the ends with give added strength. If
you are unsure or have questions, ask
for help, that's what they are there for.
3. Use bolts instead of nails
whenever possible. You will find that
as time goes by, and you and your lot(
loosen up a bit that with bolts you can
tighten up every once in a while. Bolts
will also make it a lot easier on you in
the spring when you have to take your
loft down.
4. Keep yourself in mind when you
construct your loft. Leave yourself
enough room to sit up in bed. Believe
me, it will spare you some embarrasirv
moments and maybe even a headache
or two.
5. Give your new loft a name.
"Hubba" or "Gator" are good.
Think up your on, after all, you do
have to live with it now.
6. Enjoy!
If you have any further questions or
need help of any kind, please give your
complex director a call.
your head spin!
Although some of these experiences
may not have made a lot of sense, or
may have felt somewhat uncomfor-
table, they're all natural. Leaving
home, making independent decisions
and choices, creating your own
lifestyle, yet feeling dependent and
relying on your family, are all part of
the developmental process. It's a
process which involves "shifting
gears"--appreciating your own con-
tinued need for self-expression and in-
dependence, while maintaining a close
and responsible relationship with your
family.
Being back at school and returning
to your routine will soon make your
home visit recede into the background.
Th holidays are approaching,and
time to "shitt gears" once again will
soon be upon you. Consider this: "1
can share some of my changing ways
with my family and old friends, while
being aware of my own personal
responsibilities to them and my home.
Perhaps this will help them to under-
stand me better, while encouraging a
mutually respectful relationship bet-
ween us."
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